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beings, in a word, aristocrats. An association, whether political,
industrial, commercial or even scientific or literary, is itself
an enlightened and powerful citizen, who cannot be brought to
heel at a whim, or secretly oppressed, and who by defending
his particular rights against the excessive demands of authority
thereby saves common liberties "; and again: " it is only by
the struggle of collective interests, organized and pleading their
own case, that constitutional government can produce its best
results/'1 The free right of association "is therefore by its
very nature almost as inalienable as individual freedom, and
a necessary guarantee against the tyranny of the majority,"
but he adds, with regretful candour, " it is of all forms of
freedom the last which a nation can bear." 2 His own people
cannot bear it yet, eighty years later.
The Liberalism of a Tocqueville did not stop even at the
right of association or at a refusal to be frightened by the
bogeys of revolution and disorder: he saw that liberty must
ultimately involve democracy, and he did not shrink from
admitting the term and proclaiming the thing as inevitable
and even not undesirable. His Democracy in America, rightly
described by Mr Bryce as a classic,3 was perhaps the first
recognition by one who was not a Republican that, to invert
Thiers* previously quoted phrase, the future of modern nations
lay across the Atlantic rather than across the Channel.
Tocqueville was prepared to face even democracy with
equanimity, because democracy as he saw it was the logical
political framework for the man whose individual right and
duty it was, as a free being, to mould and shape his own
destinies. How indeed could he be free in an undemocratic
society—i.e. in a society in which all were not politically equal ?
But why this conception of democracy? Because it was that
which prevailed in the only democratic society ' which he had
been able to study—namely, the United States of America.
Rightly or wrongly, he took the passion for external equality,
1	Letter, 1842 (Marcel, of. «'/., p. 243).
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3	The Predictions of Hamilton and Tocqueville on the American Constitution
(Johns Hopkins University Publications, 1887).

